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Introduction

Exposure Notification is a system designed by Google and Apple (“GAEN”,
in the following) for notifying individuals when they have been exposed to
SARS-CoV-2 by coming in contact with someone who has tested positive for
the virus.1 It is closely related to the “hybrid decentralized proximity tracing”
protocol from the Decentralized Privacy-Preserving Proximity Tracing (DP-3T)
project.2 GAEN is intended to be a minimalistic and privacy-preserving system
for automated anonymized exposure notifications, to complement manual contacttracing efforts in an efficient and highly scalable fashion. In this document, we do
not distinguish carefully between GAEN and DP-3T because of their similarity.
The Exposure Notification system is characterized by its strong emphasis
on preserving the privacy and anonymity of users, and and the strict limits it
places on the potential for abuse comprising unauthorized data collection or
mass surveillance. Within GAEN, no user-identifying data is ever uploaded
to the central server; users establish their proximity exclusively peer-to-peer
and anonymously, with the sole purpose of knowing whether they have been in
contact with an individual who may later be deemed to have been infected.3
The design choices of the protocols in question, which makes them robust
against data collection attacks, unfortunately also make them particularly susceptible to data injection by malicious parties. In particular, these protocols allow
for a determined attacker to generate false exposure notifications on a mass scale
in an undetectable and unpreventable manner. We believe that the potential
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societal consequences of such an attack have been heretofore underestimated,
though we are not the first to have expressed similar concerns.4

2

Analysis

It is well understood that the GAEN protocol allows for the possibility that a
malicious attacker can generate fake exposure events, specifically via e.g. relay,
replay and “inverse Sybil attacks”.5 The DP-3T whitepaper considers this to be
a necessary limitation of any contact-tracing system that relies exclusively on the
strength of a radio signal for defining proximity.6 Indeed, a number of features
of the GAEN protocol, specifically relating to its strict privacy requirements
(and consequent lack of recorded location data), exacerbate the potential for the
generation of fake exposure events. These attacks have been discussed by the
cryptographic academic community at length,7 and we summarize them here in
the context of the GAEN system.

2.1

Proximity

An attacker may use powerful radio transmitters to make targets believe they are
proximal to an infected person when they are in fact very far away.8 Moreover,
because the receiving device relies on unauthenticated assertions of the transmitting device’s broadcast strength, a malicious broadcaster that under-reports
this value may seem even closer than would otherwise be the case.9

2.2

Device Ownership

There is no authentication mechanism for informing the central server of a new
infection beyond the use of a one-time authentication code. With such a code,
4. Ashkan Soltani (former Chief Technologist of the FTC), Twitter, May 5, 2020, accessed
August 19, 2020, https://twitter.com/ashk4n/status/1257688292377587712?s=21; Ashkan
Soltani, Ryan Calo, and Carl Bergstrom, Contact-tracing apps are not a solution to the
COVID-19 crisis, Brookings Institute, April 27, 2020, accessed August 19, 2020, https :
/ / www . brookings . edu / techstream / inaccurate - and - insecure - why - contact - tracing apps- could- be- a- disaster/; Ian Levy, High level privacy and security design for NHS
COVID-19 Contact Tracing App, National Cyber Security Centre, May 3, 2020, https :
//www.ncsc.gov.uk/files/NHS-app-security-paper%20V0.1.pdf.
5. Crypto Group at IST Austria, Inverse-Sybil Attacks in Automated Contact Tracing,
Cryptology ePrint Archive, Report 2020/670, https://eprint.iacr.org/2020/670, 2020.
6. Troncoso et al., Decentralized Privacy-Preserving Proximity Tracing.
7. Serge Vaudenay, Centralized or Decentralized? The Contact Tracing Dilemma, Cryptology
ePrint Archive, Report 2020/531, https://eprint.iacr.org/2020/531, 2020; Serge Vaudenay,
Analysis of DP3T, Cryptology ePrint Archive, Report 2020/399, https://eprint.iacr.org/
2020/399, 2020; IST Austria, Inverse-Sybil Attacks in Automated Contact Tracing; Krzysztof
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2020.
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having reverse-engineered the API, an attacker may be able to upload the past
fourteen days of Temporary Exposure Keys (TEKs) and interval numbers (seedw
and w, in DP-3T’s terminology) from an arbitrary device to the server, which will
then proceed to disseminate those keys to every single active device within the
geographical area that it serves. That is, there is no way of knowing whether the
infected individual themselves was actually in possession of the particular device
over the previous fourteen-day period. There are some proposed mechanisms
for reducing the attack surface here, namely by committing to the TEKs when
an individual takes the COVID-19 test,10 but none of them protects against an
attack which is planned before the test is taken.

2.3

Positive Test Result

The developers of GAEN strongly advise public health departments implementing
their system to put in place a strict verification protocol that ensures only positive
individuals are able to upload their TEKs and that they do so in a timely fashion.
However, even if such a protocol has all of the desired security properties, it
is not expected to be difficult for an attacker to acquire an otherwise valid
authorization code illicitly.11 Indeed, there are many practical methods by which
an attacker could do so, including purchasing one on the black market or having
a single infected attacker get tested multiple times (as of this writing, there
are over 500,000 tests performed daily in the United States, likely with highly
variable security protocols).12 In any reasonable implementation, attackers have
plenty of time to acquire valid authorization codes from individuals, and a highly
motivated attacker could even be willing to infect themselves intentionally. Given
that SARS-CoV-2 tests in the U.S. often take a week or more to return results,
the attack could likely be effectively launched any time during an extended period
leading up to Election Day and the targeted individuals may isolate themselves
and eschew voting in person.

2.4

Geographic Uniqueness

The devices which broadcast their IDs over Bluetooth do not need to be limited
to a specific location. TEKs from a single device may be cloned onto an arbitrary
number of other devices, which may then in turn be disseminated widely across
the target geographical region. Even if an attacker couldn’t share the TEKs—for
instance because of OS-level protections, such as DeviceCheck and SafetyNet—
the attacker could simply repeat the Bluetooth signals via Internet-connected
Bluetooth transmitters, where roughly two hours of latency is permitted.13
10. The DP-3T Project, Secure Upload Authorisation for Digital Proximity Tracing, GitHub,
April 30, 2020, 18–21, https : / / github . com / DP - 3T / documents / blob / master / DP3T % 20 %20Upload%20Authorisation%20Analysis%20and%20Guidelines.pdf.
11. Ibid., 36.
12. Johns Hopkins University & Medicine, Daily State-by-State Testing Trends, August 19,
2020, accessed August 19, 2020, https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/testing/individual-states.
13. Google, Inc. & Apple, Inc., Exposure Notification: Cryptography Specification, https:
/ / covid19 - static . cdn - apple . com / applications / covid19 / current / static / contact -
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Coupled with the potential for radio boosting, the lack of geographic uniqueness
of a broadcasting device allows for a single set of TEKs to be disseminated across
a very wide and non-contiguous area. Indeed, it is a specific non-goal of DP-3T
that it be able to detect hotspots of transmission.14 Of course, were location
history shared with the central server, then it would be trivial for the server
host to sanity-check the uploaded data and ensure that the devices of infected
individuals always maintained a plausible travel pattern over the period of time
in question.

2.5

Impossibility of Detection or Mitigation

The above limitations of the Exposure Notification protocol allow for the practically unlimited scaling of fake exposure events, and to targeted areas, using
mundane techniques readily available to well-funded attackers. The protocol
provides no guarantees regarding the actual proximity of devices, the one-to-one
mapping between infected individuals and devices, or that a single “device” can’t
effectively be in many places at the same time.
This is true of many possible protocols for contact tracing based on peer-topeer proximity-detection. What is particularly problematic about the Exposure
Notification system and DP-3T protocol is: not only are there no guarantees
present for any of the above conditions, there is no way for anyone to detect
when one of those conditions has been broken (except well after the fact, if
there’s a detectable rise in the number of tests performed within a region and
a corresponding drop in positivity rate).15 All interactions between users, and
all exposure notifications potentially generated by those interactions, exist only
locally, on each user’s device. There is no possible mechanism by which the
host of the central server—or any other entity—could detect any patterns of
abuse (impossible travel patterns, number of contacts per device, etc.); there is
insufficient global coordination, as the server is not trusted with any private data
at all.16 Within the protocol, health authorities do have the power to revoke
previously distributed TEKs, if one or more keys are determined to be associated
with an attack. However, there’s no possible mechanism allowing these health
authorities to identify these keys, even after they have realized that something
is wrong.
As a consequence, there is no way for anyone to prevent Exposure Notification
from being used to create fake exposure notifications for large numbers of
tracing/pdf/ExposureNotification-CryptographySpecificationv1.2.pdf, April 29, 2020,
9, accessed August 19, 2020.
14. Troncoso et al., Decentralized Privacy-Preserving Proximity Tracing.
15. As of August 26, the CDC is no longer recommending that exposed individuals get tested
if they do not present symptoms. If these guidelines are followed, it would both eliminate
the only signal one would have that an attack on GAEN had been perpetrated, as well as
dramatically reducing the usefulness of the GAEN system, at the very least. (Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, Test for Current Infection, https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019ncov/testing/diagnostic-testing.html#who-should-get-tested, August 24, 2020, accessed
August 26, 2020)
16. Troncoso et al., Decentralized Privacy-Preserving Proximity Tracing.
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individuals in multiple, targeted locations retroactively. Because of the long
infectious period associated with COVID-19, attackers have on the order of
fourteen days to fraudulently “expose” as many individuals in the targeted
locations as possible, and only have them be notified at the end of that two-week
period that they have been exposed to a deadly pathogen.

3

The Swing State Attack

In this section we describe one particular type of attack for voter suppression.
Consider, for example, an attacker who chooses to target swing voting districts
in the United States, where there are often strongly demarcated geographic
boundaries between “blue” and “red” neighborhoods. In the 2016 US presidential
election, for instance, the margin of victory was very small in a number of states17
and the ability to suppress even a small fraction of voters in one camp could be
successful in determining the outcome of the vote in any of those states.
The attacker could generate a large number of fake exposures in particular
neighborhoods during the two-week period leading up to election day, and then
during the days before the election upload to that area’s central server the TEKs
used to generate those fake exposures. One would expect that a non-trivial
fraction of individuals who are alerted that they have been exposed to SARSCoV-2 might decide to isolate themselves and not go to their local polling place
and vote as they otherwise would have. By the time any health authorities are
able to detect any anomalous behavior (in particular, a large increase in test
demand and a drop in positivity rates, if the CDC guidelines are not followed18 ),
it would likely be far too late to restore the normal electoral process.

4

The Post Office Attack

Another possible way to exploit GAEN/DP-3T and compromise the security
of the election process would be to attack the voting-by-mail process which is
expected to play a much larger role in the 2020 US Elections.19 Alarms are
already being raised about the possibility of a terrorist attack on the Postal
Service right before the election.20
An attacker could generate a large number of fake exposures in postal facilities
around the country, possibly focusing on facilities that process mail coming from
areas with a known political leaning. By creating the impression of a COVID-19
outbreak running through the US Postal Service, an adversary could potentially
17. David Catanese, “The 10 Closest States in the 2016 Election,” U.S. News & World
Report, November 14, 2016, accessed August 19, 2020, https://www.usnews.com/news/therun-2016/articles/2016-11-14/the-10-closest-states-in-the-2016-election.
18. Disease Control and Prevention, Test for Current Infection.
19. Dan Boneh, Personal Communication, July 24, 2020.
20. The Times Editorial Board, “Editorial: Attacking the U.S. Postal Service before an
election is something a terrorist would do,” The Los Angeles Times, August 4, 2020, accessed
August 19, 2020, https : / / www . latimes . com / opinion / story / 2020 - 08 - 04 / undermining postal-service-voting-trump.
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shut down or greatly impair the functioning of the service, compromising the
ability to process and deliver mail-in ballots.

5

Methods

There are two primary ways that we can imagine the above attack being perpetrated:

5.1

Malicious Mobile App

An attacker is able to implement a Swing State Attack by inserting malicious
functionality into any widely used mobile app that has permission to use the
device’s Bluetooth and location interfaces. This app, at the very least while it is
running in the foreground, would be able to broadcast messages over Bluetooth
Low Energy (BLE) that conform to the extremely simple Exposure Notification
peer-to-peer proximity detection protocol, which implements no handshake or

